NSW STATE COMPS. TEMORA 2017
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR PILOTS
1. When you arrive and come through the Airport Entrance Gate off
Airport Street, the speed limit is 40 KPH within the airport estate, (so
please comply . young kids live and play here).

2. A working HAND HELD RADIO and ROTATING BEACON ARE
MANDATORY for vehicle access airside. Also your glider registration
marks should be visible on your vehicle. Make sure the beacon is on
your vehicle and switched ON before you pass through the AIRSIDE
GATE. Also please ensure that your VEHICLE HAZARD LIGHTS are on at
all times when moving anywhere AIRSIDE.
The MAX> SPEED anywhere AIRSIDE is 25 KPH.
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3.

TIE DOWNS and RIGGING

When you arrive, and if possible before you start rigging, contact
Temora Gliding Club and you will be allocated your correct tie down
area for both glider and trailer.
We have 4 separate areas for gliders and 2 for trailers. DO NOT TIE
DOWN UNTIL YOU HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED YOUR CORRECT SPOT. Tie
down areas are mostly by wing span size and not by particular Class.
Your ground marshals will be Graham Engel 0408248035/ 0269781588
and Alan Dickie 0448534744 so if no one is around or you can’t find
us, just phone us and we will come a.s.a.p.
When rigging please make sure that NO PART of your vehicle or trailer
or glider is inside runway gable markers, otherwise you are deemed to
be occupying that runway ( even if only a by a small amount.)
4. WATER BALLAST

This year we have double the previous number of water taps
available, at or close to most tie down areas. It is our aim to get as
many gliders as possible, as close as possible to these taps, so most
gliders will not have to be moved to be filled.
To help make this possible all ballasted gliders will need to bring with
them the following - 2x 30 metre water hose, hose joiner, and tap
fittings.
Water filling at times may be a little slow in some areas due to water
pressure, but it should be much better than in the past (when we still
seemed to manage OK )
Your patience may be required at times. Any questions regarding water
ballast before you arrive, phone Graham Engel 02-69781588.
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